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Introduction 

 

The Best Management Practices (BMP) described in this manual are specified in more 

detail within the plan set giving design details and specifications.  The New Hampshire 

Stormwater Manual, Volume 2, Post-Construction Best Management Practices Selection 

& Design (December 2008, NHDES & US EPA) is included by reference to this manual.  

Additional details, construction specifications, and example drawings are provided 

within this reference. (http://des.nh.gov/organization/divisions/water/stormwater/)  

 

The BMP’s are covered below in the general order in which the storm water flows.  Each 

BMP has a description and maintenance consideration listed.  A Check List table is 

proved after the narrative to summarize the maintenance responsibilities and schedule.  

A Log Form is also provided for the owners use. 

 

For details regarding the design of the Storm Water System see also Drainage Analysis 

& Sediment and Erosion, July 12, 2021, as revised. See also plan set completed for 

Robert Diberto, also dated July 12, 2021, as revised. 

 

The developer, Robert Diberto is responsible for the Operation, Inspection, and 

Maintenance of the Stormwater Management System. A significant step in this 

responsibility is the Inspection and Maintenance of each component of the system. 

Ongoing, semi-annual, and annual inspection and maintenance requirements are 

documented below and must be taken seriously.  Failure of any component of the system 

can result in surface water run-off ponding and possibly discharging runoff that is not 

properly treated.  The owner must maintain, and have available, plans of the Stormwater 

System in order to properly inspect and maintain the system. (Reduced copies attached.)  

The owner will conduct the inspections, complete the required maintenance, and will 

maintain the Inspection & Maintenance Check Lists and Logs, and will provide copies with 

the Annual Report to the Town of Madbury Planning Board by December 15th of each 

year.   

 

Robert Diberto is proposing to subdivide the land of Tax Map 8, Lot 1G.  As part of the 

site development, multiple storm water management practices will be implemented for 

runoff treatment and detention. 

The following practices and drainage features will all require periodic inspections and 

maintenance based on this manual and drainage layout: 
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• Culvert pipes. 
 

• Rain Garden #101 with underdrain, rip rap spillway, and outlet protection. 
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Culvert Pipes, Flared End Sections / Headwalls 
 
Description:  Culvert pipes are placed to route surface water runoff from catch basins to 
drain manholes, and drain manholes to a discharge point conveying the runoff in such a 
manner that erosion does not take place. Culvert pipes are often terminated with flared 
end sections or headwalls. 
 
Maintenance Considerations:  The entrance and exit of the culvert pipe should be 
cleaned of any trash and sediment build-up.  The culvert should be clear to let runoff 
pass through the culvert unobstructed.  Flared end sections and headwalls should be 
inspected for erosion and destabilization, with repairs made as required. 
 
Sediment Forebay 
 
Description: A sediment forebay is designed to reduce the velocity of incoming surface 
water runoff allowing sediment to fall out of suspension initially pre-treating the runoff 
before it is sent to a treatment structure.  This earthen basin will have vegetated side-
slopes and a check dam to further reduce and pretreat the runoff.  At the point of 
incoming runoff, the basin will be protected by rip rap outlet protection construction 
and the outgoing edge will be protected with rip rap.  The check dam will be 
constructed from one side of the basin to the other and cause runoff to either go 
through or over.  The volume of the forebay is generally 10% the volume of the Water 
Quality Volume (WQV) for gravel wetlands, and 25% for rain gardens. Construction 
specifications are included in the plan set and New Hampshire Stormwater Manual, 
Volume 2, 4-4 Pretreatment Practices 1, Sediment Forebays. 
 

Maintenance Considerations: The basin and slopes will be periodically mowed, at least 

twice per year ensuring that woody material does not get an opportunity to grow.  

Sediment accumulated in the basin will be removed and properly disposed of when it 

reaches half the height of the check dam. Erosion or other damage to the basin will be 

repaired and revegetated.  (See Outlet Protection) 

 

Rain Garden 

 

Description: Rain Gardens, or bio-filtration areas are located close to the source of 

runoff.  They are intended to integrate with the site landscaping an become an 

aesthetically attractive opportunity to provide highly effective stormwater treatment.  

The rain gardens associated with this proposed development contribute toward 

recharge of surface water run-off into the ground.  It is important that sediment be 

removed from run-off prior to discharge into the bio-filtration area to preserve the 

mulch and soil mix ratio.  During construction it is important that the ground surface 
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not be exposed to traffic or construction equipment to preserve the infiltration 

capabilities of the existing soil.  Construction specifications are included in the plan set 

and New Hampshire Stormwater Manual, Volume 2, 4-3 Treatment Practices, 4c 

Bioretention System.  (Bio-media and bio-filtration mean bioretention filter media.) 

 

Maintenance Considerations:   

Rain Gardens should be inspected at least twice annually and following any rainfall 

event exceeding 0.25 inches in a twenty-four hour period.  Maintenance rehabilitation 

will be conducted as warranted by each inspection.  Trash and debris will be removed 

at each inspection. 

 

On an annual basis the infiltration capabilities need to be confirmed by evaluation the 

drawdown time.  If the bio-filtration system does not drain within 72-hours following a 

rainfall event, a qualified professional will assess the condition of the rain garden to 

determine measures required to restore the infiltration function.  This is normally the 

direct result of sediment accumulation which will be removed to restore the filter media 

ratio. 

 

Also on an annual basis the vegetation should be inspected to ensure healthy condition.  
Invasive species need to be removed along with dead or diseased vegetation. 
 
Outlet Protection & Emergency Spillway 
 
Description:  Outlet Protection consists of a riprap apron or preformed scour hole that is 
designed to provide velocity reduction of the surface water run-off that is leaving a 
culvert.  The design is dependent on the culvert size, soil conditions, velocity, and 
quantity of the run-off. There are to be no bend or curves at the intersection of the 
conduit and apron.  Level spreaders are intended to provide a level lip where surface 
water runoff is allowed to continue downhill closer to sheet flow. The level lip is to be 
constructed as level as possible for the entire length. Emergency Spillways are rip rap 
reinforced outlets near the top of the berm that allow runoff to leave a practice during 
periods of very high flow. 
 

Maintenance Considerations:  The riprap outlet protection will be inspected annually for 

damage, which must be corrected immediately.  Any sediment buildup will be removed 

and disposed of correctly.  Sediment and subsequent vegetation will build up in the 

Level Spreader.  This material will be cleaned out along with any gross solids and 

disposed of properly. (See invasive species below)  Any rip rap that has been displaced 

from the original construction will be repaired, especially recreating the level lip. 
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Stabilization for Long Term Cover 

 

Vegetated Stabilization – Original Planting 
All areas that are disturbed during construction will be stabilized with vegetated material 
within 30 days of breaking ground.  Construction will be managed in such a manner that 
erosion is prevented and that no abutter’s property will be subjected to any siltation, 
unless otherwise permitted.  All areas to be planted with grass for long-term cover will 
follow the specification and on Sheet E-102 using seeding mixture C, as follows: 

 

 Mixture   Pounds   Pounds per 

     per Acre  1,000 Sq. Ft. 
Tall Fescue   24   0.55 
Creeping Red Fescue 24   0.55 
Total    48   1.10 

 
Conservation Mix 
 

Mixture   Pounds  Pounds per 
     per Acre  1,000 Sq. Ft. 

Tall Fescue   15   0.35 
Creeping Red Fescue 15   0.35 
Annual Ryegrass    5   0.12 
Perennial Ryegrass    5   0.12 
Kentucky Bluegrass  15   0.35 
White Clover     7   0.16 

 Total    62   1.45 
 
Conservation Mix will used to stabilize all 2:1 slopes and all land area disturbed within 
the wetland buffer.  As the site is to be stabilized with erosion control mix as a mulch, 
the vegetation should be established with a high percentage of white clover for growth 
to be established.   
 
The lined areas of Detention Ponds will be planted with Ernst Conservation Seeds, 
ERNMX-126 or approved equal.  
 

Rain garden mix 
 
 The grass that is planted within a rain garden bio-filtration system within the bio-
media must consist of a combination of warm season grass seed and cold season grass 
seed in order for the grass to start growing for stabilization and continue growing in the 
sandy well-drained environment.  Planting specification will meet the requirements as 
outlined in 'Vegetation New Hampshire Sand and Gravel Pits' mix 1 (warm season 
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grasses) (15 lbs/ac) and include annual and perennial rye grass seed (15 lbs/ac); the 
New England native warm season grass mix (23 lbs/ac) by New England Wetland 
Plants, Inc.; rain garden mix 180 (15 lbs/ac & 15 lbs/ac of rye) / rain garden grass mix 
180-1 (20 lbs/ac & 10 lbs/ac of rye) by Ernst Conservation Seeds; or approved equal. 
 

Maintenance Considerations:  Permanent seeded areas for long-term cover will be 

inspected on a periodic basis looking for signs of growth loss or erosion.  Any areas 

found to be damaged will be repaired and replanted to reestablish the growth.  The 

grass should be mowed at least twice per year and any dead material removed. Any 

woody growth that becomes established will need to be cut and removed. 

 

Long-term maintenance of the land cover is critical and must be maintained at least 

85% grass / vegetation coverage, must be inspected for concentrated flow, rills, and 

channels; and must be repaired as necessary to prevent erosion. 

 
CONTROL OF INVASIVE PLANTS 
 
During maintenance activities, check for the presence of invasive plants and remove in 

a safe manner as described on the following pages.  They should be controlled as 

described on the following pages.  

Invasive plants are introduced, alien, or non-native plants, which have been moved by 

people from their native habitat to a new area.  Some exotic plants are imported for 

human use such as landscaping, erosion control, or food crops.  They also can arrive as 

"hitchhikers" among shipments of other plants, seeds, packing materials, or fresh 

produce.  Some exotic plants become invasive and cause harm by:  

• becoming weedy and overgrown;  

• killing established shade trees;  

• obstructing pipes and drainage systems;  

• forming dense beds in water;  

• lowering water levels in lakes, streams, and wetlands;  

• destroying natural communities;  

• promoting erosion on stream banks and hillsides; and  

• resisting control except by hazardous chemical. 
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Annual Report 

Description: The owner is responsible to keep an I & M Activity Log that documents 
inspection, maintenance and repairs to the storm water management system, and a 
Deicing Log to track the amount and type of deicing material applied to the site. The 
original owner is responsible to ensure that any subsequent owner (s) have copies of 
the Inspection & Maintenance Manual, Stormwater System Management, copies of past 
logs and check lists. This includes any owner association that might become involved 
with the property.  The Annual Report will be prepared and submitted to the Town of 
Madbury Planning Board with copies of both logs and check lists no later than 
December 15th of each year and made provided to NHDES on that same date. Upon an 
ownership change, the Annual Report will include the Transfer of Ownership 
Responsibility Forms duplicated from the form found below. 
 

The plan that accompanies this manual includes one sheet, “Stormwater Operation 

Inspection & Maintenance Plan”.  The owners and municipality will also maintain a 

complete set of the approved original design plans. 

 
Respectfully 
BERRY SURVEYING & ENGINEERING 
 
 
 
 
 
James F. Hayden     Kenneth A. Berry, PE, LLS 
Engineering Technician    CPSWQ, CPESC, CESSWI 
Assistant Project Manager    Principal, VP – Technical Operations 
 
  

cberry
Signature

cberry
PE 14243
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STORMWATER SYSTEM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN 

 

Inspection & Maintenance Manual Checklist 
 

Robert Diberto 
326 Knox Marsh Road 

MADBURY NH 03823 
 

 

� 

 

Date 
BMP / 

System  

Minimum 

Inspection 

Frequency 

Minimum 

Inspection 

Requirements 

Maintenance / 

Cleanout 

Threshold 

  Pavement 

Sweeping 

Three Times 

Per Year N/A N/A 

      

  

Litter/Trash 

Removal Routinely 

Inspect dumpsters, 

outdoor waste 

receptacles area, 

and yard areas. 

Parcel will be free 

of litter/trash. 

      

  

Deicing 

Agents N/A N/A 

Use salt as the 

primary agent for 

roadway safety 

during winter. 

      

  

Invasive 

Species 

Two times per 

year. 

Inspect for Invasive 

Species 

Remove and 

dispose invasive 

species. 

  Closed Drainage System:   

  

Drainage 

Pipes 

1 time per 2 

years 

Check for sediment 

accumulation & 

clogging. 

Less than 2" 

sediment depth 
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� Date 

BMP / 

System 

Minimum 

Inspection 

Frequency 

Minimum 

Inspection 

Requirements 

Maintenance / 

Cleanout 

Threshold 

  

Rain Gardens,  

& Detention 

Pond 

2 times per 

year 

Check for sediment 

and debris 

accumulation 

buildup. 

Remove 

sediment & debris 

when required. 

Remove Invasive 

Species 

      

  

Rain Garden Annually 

72-Hour drawdown 

time evaluation and 

vegetation 

evaluation.  

 

Underdrain flushing. 

Remove dead & 

diseased vegetation 

along with all debris, 

take corrective 

measures of filtration 

media if required. 

Flush underdrain 

clean-outs with a 

hose. 

      

  

Riprap Outlet 

Protection Annually 

Check for sediment 

buildup and 

structure damage. 

Remove excess 

sediment and 

repair damage. 

      

  Winter 

Maintenance Ongoing 

Remove snow as 

directed. Ongoing 

  

Post Winter 

Maintenance Annually 

Remove excess sand, 

gross solids, and repair 

vegetation and plantings 

Parcel will be free of 

excess sand, 

litter/trash. Vegetation 

per approved plans. 

      

  

Annual Report 

1 time per 

year 

Submit Annual Report to 

Madbury Planning Dept. 

and kept on file by the 

owner. 

Report to be 

submitted on or 

before December 

15th each year.  
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Inspection Check List: Page 3 

The following drainage features will all require periodic inspections and maintenance 

based on this manual and drainage layout: 

 

• Culvert pipes. 
 

• Rain Garden #101 with underdrain, rip rap spillway, and outlet protection. 
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STORMWATER SYSTEM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN 

 

Inspection & Maintenance Manual Log Form 
 

Robert Diberto 
326 Knox Marsh Road 

MADBURY NH 03823 
 

BMP / 
System  

Date 
Inspected Inspector 

Cleaning/Repair      
(List Items & 
Comments) 

Repair 
Date 

Performed 
By: 
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STORMWATER SYSTEM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN 

 

Deicing Log Form 
 

Robert Diberto 
326 Knox Marsh Road 

MADBURY NH 03823 
 

Date 
Amount 
Applied Performed By: Date 

Amount 
Applied Performed By: 
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STORMWATER SYSTEM OPERATION & MAINTENANCE PLAN CERTIFICATION 

 

 

Owner Responsibility 

Name:             Robert Diberto 

Address:       334 Route 108 

                      Madbury, NH  03823 

Telephone:  (603) 781-4321 

 

The owner is responsible for the conduct of all 

construction activities, and ultimate 

compliance with all the provisions of the 

Stormwater System Operation & Maintenance 

Plan and the implementation of the Inspection 

and Maintenance Manual. 

  

 

 

 

OWNER CERTIFICATION 

 

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my 

direction and supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified 

personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of 

the person or persons who manage the system or those persons directly responsible for 

gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and 

belief, true, accurate and complete.  I am aware that there are significant penalties for 

submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing 

violations. 

 

 

Signed:           ________________________________     Date:     _____________________ 

 

 

Printed Name:   

  

Representing:   

 
 


